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MATHS….

Mathematics helps in correlating the
concepts taught in the classes with the
practical applications in the daily life of
students. This year the students learnt:
• The concepts in the form of venn

diagrams and graphs.
• To solve problems on radian and

degree measure of angles.
• To find the number of ways in which a

particular combination or
arrangement can be done.

• To understand the geometry of conic
sections and to find the equation of
circle , parabola ,ellipse and
hyperbola.



ACCOUNTANCY….

.

This year the students were
introduced to various concepts
of accounting including
preparation of journals, ledger,
trial balance, bank reconciliation
statement, different types of
depreciation and bills of
exchange.



Business  Studies…

Business studies elaborates a host of factors
that have to be given due consideration
before setting up a business. Those are
 determination of the line of business
 deciding on the magnitude of operations
 form and nature of ownership
 business location
 capital of financing options
 physical facilities necessary for business

operation
 plan layout
 engagement of the work force.
while these are the initial factors that have
to be figured out before starting a business,
it also indicates to other aspects that have to
be eventually decided upon, these include
text planning and subsequent development
of enterprise.



Economics….

Economics is a social science concerned
with the production, distribution, and
consumption of goods and services. It
focuses on the actions of human beings,
based on assumptions that humans act
with rational behavior, seeking the most
optimal level of benefit or utility.
Microeconomics is concerned with
single factors and the effects of
individual decisions, it deals with
statistics that involves acquiring skills in
collection, organisation and
presentation of quantitative and
qualitative information pertaining to
various simple economic aspects
systematically.



English…

Education is a continuous learning process

interlinked with each and every aspect of life. It

is through language that we explore the

different realms of the Universe, students

connected science, geography, history and

maths through the Chapter ‘Discovering Tut—

The Saga Continues’. Value education and

emotions held them strong when they read the

chapter ‘Mother’s Day’. These diverse subjects

are in synchronization with each other, thereby

satisfying the conditions of “Art Integration”

and “Subject Integration” put forth by the CBSE.

These have further led to enhancement and

upgradation of the four skills, namely:

listening, speaking, reading and writing.



Information Practices….

The aim of the subject is to make a student

understand the application development process

and gain programming skills in front-end

application development and database creation.

During the sessions, students learnt:

• To identify the components of computer

system.

• To create Python programs using different

data types, lists and dictionaries which will

enhance their ability to understand and apply

basic computational thinking.

• Database concepts and Relational Database

Management Systems for back end data

storage.

• To retrieve and manipulate data in RDBMS

using Structured Query Language.

• To identify the emerging trends in the fields

of Information Technology like cloud

computing, artificial intelligence etc.



Physical Education….

Students learnt :
 Flexibility by flamingo test
 Strength by push ups,

modified push ups, squats
and lunges.

 Running on the spot and
speed development
exercises

 Flexibility by sit and reach
test or paschimutha aasan
and shuttle run for
coordinative ability test.

 Yoga for physical mental
and spiritual
development.

 Aerobics and Tabata for
endurance and strengths
endurance development



Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat….
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PTM (06. 03. 2021)

An offline PTM following all the safety norms was 

conducted in the school premises on March 6,2021. 

Parents were apprised about their ward's

performance in Periodic Tests. A discussion on the 

same was held between the parents and the teachers. 

Various measures to improve their overall result 

were discussed.



Thank You Note….
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